"Zerona" Lipo-Laser Penetrates Wellness Industry for Anti-aging,
Weight Loss, Body Sculpting and Cardiac Health
Amaya Wellness Center Applauds Erchonia, for introducing "Zerona", their newest Low level laser for
body sculpting. Surprisingly Zerona has also been clinically shown to reduce the resistance to the fat
switch and satiety hormone "Leptin' in addition to lowering the levels of Lipoprotein (LDL).
Houston, TX (PRWEB) April 7, 2010 -- A 22 participant pilot study revealed that Zerona not only reduced
circumferential inches following a two week treatment phase, but also lowered all patients' Leptin
resistance and reduced low-density lipoprotein numbers in over 50% of the participants in just two
weeks.
Although Zerona is usually promoted as a slimming low level laser technology to reduce inches from the
stubborn fat areas but the clinical application of low level lasers are way more than what we think. The
decline in fat percentage and the LDL (bad cholesterol) of the patients using Zerona treatment is a
wonderful example that Zerona can play an important role in cardiac health and wellness and is not just
a slimming device. This new data sheds light on the beneficial results for many patients struggling with
overeating. Suppressing the very hormones that may cause individuals to be overweight or obese can
further aid Zerona patients with their weight-loss goals. Success of Zerona treatments and its
acceptance has already positioned it ahead of its competitors in terms of its ability to non-invasively,
safely and effectively reduce an average of 3.64 inches around the waist, hips and thighs.
Dr. Anoop Chaturvedi, who is the International scientific adviser of ,The World Society of Anti-aging
Medicine, President of Anti-aging Medicine and Research India and Life style consultant of Amaya Clinics
worldwide, comments, "Zerona is not a magic machine, since there are other factors which work in
conjunction with it and there is a protocol that involves strict vigilance under the supervision of a
qualified health care professional'. For most devices, that are used in spa's the patient comes in,
receives the treatment and leaves; the reason why that person was overweight or obese to begin with is
not addressed. Similarly simply placing each and every patient on Zerona will not do the trick unless
other factors that may hamper the results like Hypothyroidism, Insulin resistance and hormone
imbalances are ruled out or fixed simultaneously for which testing and treatment if required is essential.
By suppressing the resistance to the hunger switch or satiety hormone Leptin, patients' appetites can be
lessened helping them modify their diets and establish portion control going forward." Life style
modification is the key factor.
In addition to reducing inches, suppressing hunger and reducing LDL levels, Zerona is also unique
because it does not destroy fat tissue, unlike the majority of other devices on the market. The number
of fat cells in our body remain constant life long .It is the size of the fat cells which decides the inches
around the trouble area's. Taking off fat cells will not stop remaining fat cells from expanding on the
contrary it takes off the main source of the satiety or fat switch hormone "Leptin".
Zerona promote a biological cascade within the cell provoking the formation of tiny pore or opening
within the protective barrier of the cell. Then, stored fatty material leaves the cell, causing it to collapse

safely. Currently thousands of Erchonia's lasers are used daily to reduce body fat, eliminate pain,
accelerate healing, and treat acne. Yet more clinical uses are to be explored.
About Amaya Wellness Center
AMAYA - Anti-Aging & Weight Loss is a complete wellness care clinic with emphasis on prevention as
well as treatment. Our aim is to rejuvenate your lives with internal and external health restoration.
Whether you're a male dealing with the affects of old age, or a female dealing with the effects of
menopause, you can rest assured that you're not alone and our methods will work for you. AMAYA
offers Anti-aging care, natural bio-identical hormone replacement therapy, medical weight loss
programs, HCG Diet, Natural Weight loss, low calorie diet, nutritional evaluation and consult , skin care,
personalized exercise plans and wellness medicine for men and women dealing with hormone
imbalances. Contact our locations in Houston, Katy, New-York and Mumbai today. Now open in Sugar
land, Texas also.
For more information on the Amaya Wellness program ,Zerona laser for wellness, weight loss,slimming,
and bio-identical hormone replacement ,please visit www.amayaclinic.com. Email:
zerona@amayaclinic.com or Call : 713-772-7887 to speak with a specialist.

